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Designing an Adaptive Neural Network Based 
Controller for Automatic Landing Maneuver 

M. Salem, M.A. Shahi Ashtiani, S. H. Sadati 
 

Abstract— This paper introduces an adaptive controller based on Neural Networks (NN) and dynamic inversion use for a nonlinear six-
degrees-of freedom of a modern aircraft in presence of wind patterns. Adaptive single hidden layer NN are employed for on-line learning 
and modeling error compensation. The approach utilizes an observer type adaptive neural network loop for an estimation of the correct 
aircraft model. The network weight adaptation rule is derived from Lyapunov stability analysis that guarantees boundedness of the NN 
weights and the system tracking errors. Performance is verified through numerical simulations. This paper deals the issue of aircraft 
landing maneuvers from the neural net-based adaptive control perspective. Generally this part of flight needs to be strongly assisted by 
human pilot. The results of simulation show that the designed controller can operate and satisfy the related task in landing maneuver.  

Index Terms— Neural Network, Flight Control, Adaptive Control, Lyapanov Stability.   

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
HE development and application of most today systems 
and control theory where spurred on by the need to re-
solve aerospace problems. This is roughly the problem of 

analyzing and designing flight control systems for modern 
aircraft. The control laws used in current aircraft are mainly 
based on classical control design techniques. These control 
laws were developed in the 1950s and have evolved into fairly 
standard design procedures [1].  

Current automatic flight control system design processes 
contain time and resource consuming trial-and-error ap-
proaches. Especially late changes in the flight control laws 
contribute to high cost and delay of first delivery. The auto-
matic landing mode development is a good example of a pro-
cess with trial-and-error design phases, because many param-
eters of the system (i.e. different runway, terrain, weather 
characteristics, and from aircraft uncertainties such as aerody-
namic parameters, configuration, weight, thrust and actuator 
model) has to be robust against. The  autonomous  aircraft  
landing  is  an  issue  that  implies  three  main  aspects:  a) the 
performance of equipment, b) the process models and c) the 
ethics. Generally, landing maneuver is not a standard flight 
task as it could be thinking, because it has high sensitivity ver-
sus environment perturbation and to the psychological factors. 
The other complementary problems are related of measure-
ment precision of equipment and the reliability of the systems 
(hardware and software). The above-mentioned aspects reveal 
the complexity of the automatization of aircraft landing ma-
neuver.  

It is also known from the optimal control theory that a 
straightforward solution to the optimal trajectory shaping 
problem leads to a two point boundary-value problem [2], 
which is too complex for real-time onboard implementation. 

Traditional controller design usually involves complex and 
extensive mathematical analysis, which implies high cost and 
cannot guarantee a good performance level in the whole flight 
envelope. One of the best ways to solve this problem is to ap-
proach the artificial intelligence modeling technology based 
on fuzzy logic [3, 4] and neural network [5 to 7].  

Intelligent control is a control technology that replaces the 
human mind in decisions making, planning control strategies, 
and learning new functions whenever the environment does 
not allow or does not the presence of a human operator. Arti-
ficial NN and fuzzy logic are two potential tools for use in 
applications in intelligent control engineering. Artificial NN 
offer the advantage of performance improvement through 
learning by means of parallel and distributed processing. 
Many NN control schemes with back propagation training 
algorithms, which have been proposed to solve the problems 
of identification and control of complex nonlinear systems, 
exploit the nonlinear mapping abilities of NN. Recently, adap-
tive NN algorithms have also been used to solve highly non-
linear flight control problems. The NN based approach incor-
porates direct adaptive control with dynamic inversion to 
provide consistent handling qualities without requiring exten-
sive gain-scheduling or explicit system identification [8, 9]. 
This particular architecture use on-line learning NN, and ref-
erence models to specify desired handling qualities. On-line 
learning NN is used to compensate for errors and adapt to 
changes in aircraft dynamics and control allocation schemes. 

This paper suggests a design paradigm by exploiting past 
results in the area of NN adaptive flight control system. This 
paper lies in a detailed application to design of adaptive 
command augmentation system that treats the six-degree-of-
freedom nonlinear dynamics of aircraft landing maneuver 
including glide and flare. This paper is organized as follows. 
A nonlinear flight model is described in section 2. The dynam-
ic Inversion Controller is described in detailed in section 3. 
The NN adaptive controller is then designed in section 4 when 
aerodynamic modeling error is present. A numerical simula-
tion of a six-degree-of-freedom of modern aircraft such as F-
18, is performed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed 
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algorithm in section 5. 

2 AIRCRAFT MODEL  
Aircraft landing maneuver enhanced several phases that de-
fine the so-called standard landing trajectory. The landing op-
eration concerning two controlled maneuvers: first for guiding 
the aircraft in the horizontal plane (in order to align it onto the 
axe of runway) and the second, for aircraft guiding in the ver-
tical plane (in order to do the approaching of runway). 
Basically, the Automatic Landing Systems (ALS) provides the 
information for instrument navigation along the standard tra-
jectory.However, the decisions in aircraft command should 
take by human pilot. The very high precise and reliable con-
troller could be able to done this task, but human supervision 
on board is still required. With this restriction, the equations of 
motion describing the aircraft take the form [10]: 

Hh =       (1) 
raqapabbVbH 210210 +++++= ab    (2) 
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It is also assumed that the non-dimensional aerodynamic forc-
es and moment coefficients are nonlinear parameterized with 
the angle of attack and sideslip angle, and linearly parameter-
ized with control surface deflections and angular rates. This 
assumption results in nonlinear dynamic equations affine to 
the control variables. To make the ALS more intelligent, relia-
ble wind profiles are necessary. Two spectral turbulence forms 
modeled by Dryden and von Karman are mostly used for air-
craft response studies [10]. In this study the Dryden model 
was used for its demonstration ease. 

3 DYNAMIC INVERSION COTROL LAW 
A multiple time scale approach for dynamic inversion has 
been developed for designing a flight control system that reg-
ulates ][ bφh . It assumes that the state dynamics can be de-
composed as follows [11]: 

• Slow dynamics with state vector:  T
s hVX ][ θφba=  

• Fast dynamics with state vector: ][ rqpX f =  
In reality the dynamics are not separable according to the 
above definitions. However, the inverting solution doesn’t 
rely on a separation in dynamics to be valid. Therefore it may 
be more appropriate to say that the inversion is done in two 
stages. The overall structure of the inverting control law is 
displayed in Figure 1. 

 

 

FIG.1. DYNAMIC INVERSION CONTROL LAW STRUCTURE 

In time scale, the equations of motion are expressed in form of 
y=c.x, where y defines the regulated output variables, and u 
defines the control variables, which are the output variables of 
the inverting blocks in Figure 1. Note that the control variables 
for the fast dynamics are effective control displacement com-
mands for roll, pitch and yaw axis: 

[ ]Treafu δδδ=     (11) 

and the control variables for the slow dynamics are the com-
mands to the fast dynamics 

[ ]Ts rqpu =     (12) 
Assuming )(. xbC  is invertible, and then the inverting design 
in each time scale is based on: 

vuxCbxCay =+= )()(     (13) 
where v  is the so-called pseudo control. The pseudo control is 
a linear control law designed to regulate y , and corresponds 
to the inputs to each inverting block in Figure 1. The regulated 
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variables in each time scale are: 
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The variables of interest in landing maneuver control problem 
can be grouped in to two sets, i.e., 1) ba ,,, hV  or 2) bφ,,, hV  
either of which can be tracked by the trajectory controller. The 
remaining task in the slow-time scale control problem is that 
of converting the three pseudo control into the three real con-
trols. Thus, from equations 2, 5, 6, one has: 
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where  

TddffbbVbfh 10210 ;0; +==++= bφab   
Once the equation 16 has been solved, the rqp ,,  values can 
be substituted in equations 8 to 10 to compute the control sur-
face deflections rea δδδ ,  along the "outer" solution. Three 
independent control loops can be designed in pseudo control 

su  such that equation 12 has a much faster time constant the 
slow-time scale system of equations 1 to 7. The real controls 
can be obtained from pseudo controls using 
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The set algebraic equation 16 can be solved for rea δδδ , .Note 
that the matrix multiplying these quantities has full rank eve-
rywhere on the flight envelope and a unique solution always 
exists.   

4 INTELLIGENT FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM 
COMPONENTS 

Intelligent control achieves automation via the emulation of 
biological intelligence. Artificial NN are circuits, computer 

algorithms, or mathematical representations loosely inspired 
by the massively connected set of neurons that form biological 
NN. The application of NN has attracted significant attention 
in several disciplines, such as signal processing, identification 
and control. The success of NN is mainly attributed to their 
unique features: 

(1) Parallel structures with distributed storage and pro-
cessing of massive amounts of information.  

(2) Learning ability made possible by adjusting the net-
work interconnection weights and biases based on cer-
tain learning algorithms. 

The first feature enables NN to process large amounts of di-
mensional information in real-time (e.g. matrix computations), 
hundreds of times faster than the numerically serial computa-
tion performed by a computer. The implication of the second 
feature is that the nonlinear dynamics of a system can be 
learned and identified directly by an artificial NN. The net-
work can also adapt to changes in the environment and make 
decisions despite uncertainty in operating conditions.  
Artifical NN constitute a promising new generation of infor-
mation processing systems that demonstrate the ability to 
learn, recall, and generalize from training patterns or data. 
This specific feature offers the advantage of performance im-
provement for ill-defined flight dynamics through learning by 
means of parallel and distributed processing. Rapid adapta-
tion to environment change makes them appropriate for guid-
ance and control systems because they can cope with aerody-
namic changes during flight. The feedforward multilayer per-
ceptron is the most popular NN in control system applications 
and so we limit our discussion to it.  
4.1 Adaptive System Linerization 
One of the common methods for controlling nonlinear dynam-
ical systems is based on approximate feedback linearization 
[12]. The form that is employed in each control channel de-
pends on the relative degree of the controlled variable. To 
simplify our discussion, we assume that the system has full 
relative degree, where each controlled variable (element of the 
state vector x) has a relative degree of two 

 ),,( δxxfx  =      (22) 
In the case of aircraft, typically nRx ∈δ, , where the elements of 
x correspond to the roll, pitch and yaw attitude angles. A vari-
ant of this form arises in which angular rate is controlled. 
Here, the equation of motion for that degree of freedom is ex-
pressed in first order form. A pseudo-control nRt ∈)(n  is de-
fined such that the dynamic relation between it and the system 
state is linear 

),,( δxxfvx  ==     (23) 
If ( )...f is invertible and )(),( txtx   are measurable, equation 23 
can provide the linearization for the control variable. Ideally, 
the actual controlsδ are obtained by inverting equation 23. 
Since the function ),,( δxxf  is not known exactly, an approx-
imation is defined as: 

),,(ˆ δxxfv =       (24) 
which results in 

),,()( δn xxxy r  ∆+==    (25) 
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where the modeling error is represented by: 

),,(ˆ),,(),,( δδδ xxfxxfxx  −=∆    (26) 
The approximation, fˆ, is chosen such that an inverse with re-
spect to δ is computable. The actual control input to be com-
puted by: 

),,(ˆ 1 vxxf −=δ     (27)  

4.2 Model Tracking Error Dynamics 
The dynamic model inversion, and thus the nonlinear system 
linearization are in general not exact, mainly because the exact 
nonlinear model is not known or too complex to be implemented. 
Clearly, simplified inversion functions are advantageous from 
real-time implementation perspective and thus are often adopted 
when adequate feedback linearization error compensation is in-
corporated in the controller design. In this study, a nonlinear 
Multilayer Neural Networks (MNN) is used to compensate for 
the inversion error. The MNN was chosen because of its universal 
approximation property [13], and its effectiveness in relation to 
nonlinearly-parametered adaptive control (including nonlinearly 
parameterized NNs) has been demonstrated for flight control 
applications [9]. Because of the inversion error∆ , tracking per-
formance may be degraded severely with Proportional Differen-
tiation (PD) control alone, and may be unstable. Thus an applica-
tion of an additional control methodology like adaptive control 
component is needed to insure a specified level of tracking per-
formance. The adaptive control structure for each channel is cho-
sen as: 

adpdrmv nnn −+=     (28) 
where rmn  is the pseudo-control component generated by the 
reference model, pdn is the output of the linear controller, adn is 
generated by the adaptive element introduced to compensate for 
the model inversion error. A linear compensator is designed for 
each degree of freedom assuming perfect inversion )ˆ( ff = . The 
linear compensator is designed so that the error dynamics are 
stabilized. This is most often achieved using standard PD control-
lers, although additional integral action can be incorporated to 
improve steady state performance. The PD compensation is ex-
pressed by: 

[ ]eKK DPpd =n     (29) 
where the tracking error vector is defined by: 
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Therefore the proportional and derivative control gains are as 
follows: 

,2 ndK ζω=  ,2
npK ω=    (31) 

where ζ  is the damping ratio, nω  is the undamped natural fre-
quency. By substituting (28) into (25) the error dynamics become: 

∆−=++ adpd vxKxKx ~~~     (32) 
where )()()(~ txtxtx c −= are the error states. The model track-
ing error dynamics are now found by: 
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are stable. It is evident from equation 33 that the role of the adap-
tive component, adv , is to cancel ∆ . The linear PD compensator 
gain matrices DP KK ,  are chosen such that A is Hurwitz. 
4.3 Neural Network for Inversion Error Compensation 
The dynamic model inversion, and thus the nonlinear system 
linearization are in general not exact, mainly because the exact 
nonlinear model is not known or too complex to be implemented. 
Clearly, simplified inversion functions are advantageous from 
real-time implementation perspective and thus are often adopted 
when adequate feedback linearization error compensation is in-
corporated in the controller design. In this study, a nonlinear sin-
gle hidden layer (SHL) NN is used to compensate for the inver-
sion error. The SHLNN was chosen because of its universal ap-
proximation property [14].  For an input vector x, which is con-
structed of the measured states, the reference model outputs and 
the pseudo control signal, the output of the SHLNN is given by  

)( xVW TT
ad σn =     (35)  

where V and W are the input and output weighting matrices,  
respectively, and σ is a sigmoid activation function. The NN may 
be used to approximate a nonlinear function, such as∆ . The uni-
versal approximation property [15] of NN’s ensures that given 
an 0>ε , then Dx∈∀ , where D is a compact set, there exists an 
nR2R and an ideal set of weights ( **,WV ), that brings the output of 
the NN to within an ε -neighborhood of the function approxima-
tion error. This ε  is bounded by ε  which is defined by 

εσ <∆−
∈

)(sup xVW TT

Dx

    (36) 

The weights ** ,WV  may be viewed as optimal values of (V, W) 
in the sense that they minimize ε on D. These values are not nec-
essarily unique. The universal approximation property thus im-
plies that if the NN inputs inx are chosen to reflect the functional 
dependency of∆ , then ε  may be made arbitrarily small given a 
sufficient number of hidden layer neurons, nR2R. Although ideal 
weighting matrices are unknown and usually cannot be comput-
ed, they can be adapted in real time using the following NN 
weights training rules [14, 15]: 

[ ]WekxVW w
T

w
ˆ)ˆˆˆ(ˆ +′−Γ−= ησσ    (37) 

[ ]VekWxV v
T

v
ˆˆˆˆ +′Γ−= ση      (38) 

In the above, first terms of the right-hand sides of (37) and (38) are 
the modified backpropagation algorithms and the last terms cor-
respond to a combination ofσ -modification and e-modification 
used to improve the robustness in the presence of errors [18], 

WΓ and VΓ  are positive definite learning rate matrices (typically 
chosen as a scalar times an identity matrix), σ ′ is the partial de-
rivative of the sigmoid σ with respect to the NN inputs, and κ  
is the known as e -modification gain.  
Since A  is Hurwitz, there exists a unique and positive definite 
matrix 0>P  for an arbitrary matrix 0>Q  satisfying the Lya-
punov equation: 

0=++ QPAPAT     (39) 
A  And B in the above equations are the tracking error dynam-

ics matrices defined in (34). η is defined by 
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PBeT=η       (40) 
The following assumptions are used in the design and analysis of 
the adaptive control law presented in this paper. 
Assumption 1: All command signals are bounded. 
Assumption 2: The ideal weight matrices are bounded as: ZZ ≤ , 
where ... denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix. 
Assumption 3: A in Eq. (34) is Hurwitz. 
Then we can state that the system in (22) together with the invert-
ing controller in (27) subject to assumptions 1and 3, then all sig-
nals in the resulting closed loop system described in (33) and the 
NN adaptation rule in equation (37 to 38) remain bounded. The 
tracking error dynamics can be written as: 

[ ]εσσ −−+= )()ˆ(ˆˆ ** xVWxVWBeAe TT   (41) 
where and ε  is the instantaneous residual network approxima-
tion error. Utilizing a Taylor-series expansion for the sigmoid 

with respect to V̂ , this can be rewritten as: 
[ ]
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where 
2** )~()(ˆ~ xVWxVxVWw TTTTT Ο−′= σ   (43) 

and ** ~&~ VVVWWW −=−= . The weights ** ,WV may be 
viewed as optimal values of (V, W) in the sense that they mini-
mize ε  on D. The term 2)~( xV TΟ represents higher terms of the 
Taylor-series expansion. An upper bound on the norm of w  can 
be written as:  

Zccw ~
10 +≤−ε      (44) 

where cR0R , cR1R depends on the size of the NN and the assumed 
over-bound on the weights, Z . Boundedness of weight error 
signals is shown employing a Lyapunov analysis, and then this 
result is used to show boundedness of the tracking error signals. 
By considering the following Lyapunov function candidate:  

( ))~~()~~(
2
1 11 VVtrWWtrpeeL V

T
W

TT −− Γ+Γ+=   (45) 

and differentiating (45) along (33), we have: 
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By selecting ( )Qminλ  and learning rates ( VW ΓΓ ,  ), 0≤L every-
where outside a compact set that is entirely within the largest 
level set of L , which in turn lies entirely within the compact set 
D . Either of the following two conditions renders 0≤L . 

( ) eb
Q
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e =

+
>
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222~ 01   (50) 

Thus for initial conditions within D , the tracking error e, and NN 
weights VW ~,~ are uniformly ultimately bounded, with the track-
ing error bound given by (49) treated as an equality. 
Process above, represents the design procedure of the adaptive 
controller to track the bφ,,h commands when the modeling 
errors exist. This shows that, if the controller is applied, the track-
ing errors and the parameter estimation error of the NN converge 
to a compact set and also shows that the size of the set is adjusta-
ble by tuning the design parameters. 

5 SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION 
A nonlinear simulation of an F-18 aircraft [16] was used to 

investigate the proposed control methodology. The aircraft 
model consists of 6 degree of freedom kinematics, linearized 
aerodynamics, and linearized propulsion. Simulations are per-
formed at sea level; airspeed of 230 ft/s, corresponding to the 
landing maneuver of the F-18 with applying the Dryden wind 
patterns (Figure 2), the performance of the controllers has been 
discussed. The primary (nominal) control system utilizes sim-
ple linear PD controller, while the secondary control systems 
use Adaptive Neural Network control systems. The simulation 
results are presented in Figures 3 to 10. The actual aircraft re-
sponse is presented in Figure 2. Time histories of the controls 
are shown in Figures 3 and 4, which depict the flight speed 
variation, demonstrates that the engines can regulate slight 
speed until that is compromised for attitude rate control. The 
time response of roll, pitch, and yaw rates are show in Figure 
5. Time histories of the angle of attack and pitch angle are 
shows in Figures 6 and 7. The bank angle and sideslip angle 
starts out and ends at zero pointing in the desired direction. 
The sideslip angle is presented in Figure 8. Neural Network 
adaptation signal adv  for compensate inversion error is pre-
sented in Figiure 9. A time history of the wind is show in Fig-
ure 10.  Summarizing the results presented so far, the nonline-
ar controller performance for landing maneuver has been 
found very good.  

6 CONCLUSION 
Current developments of artificial intelligence enable an ap-
propriate approach of high precision control tasks. This paper 
reveals some aspects of NN based adaptive control engineer-
ing. Our particular goal was to demonstrate the potential Ada-
tive Neural Network systems for high precision maneuvers 
required by aircraft landing. The proposed model reveals the 
functional aspect for realistic simulation data. The method 
does not require the existing controller to be designed based 
on a linear model. A SHLNN is used to approximate the inter-
connection effects and modeling errors on-line.  
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Fig.2. Wind turbulence Model 

 
Fig.3 Time response of Desired Landing Trajectories  

 
Fig. 4. Time response of the airspeed 

 
Fig.5 Time response of pitch,angle 

 
Fig.6. Time response of the elevator  
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